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The Carved Canvas
A collection of poems and quotes.

BY
 SHE.PANA



 

“Every new day is a blank page in your story
book.

 
Never let the faint strokes of yesterday’s

story override the new beginning presented
before you.”

 
 

– she.pana



Just another day
The glazing sun hits the summer green leaves

With a bright light of great splendour

The gentle wind inaudibly brushes up on the aging green leaves

Erasing the endless worry of tomorrow

The roots bounded by the depth of the soil

So did the great oak tree continue to stand

The wind furthers the journey of the leaves towards greener grass

Fading the leaves to become the very manure that founded its growth

Oh so beautiful beautiful! 

Mother Nature

 

How all so consuming you are

Our feet may weaken beside your blinding beauty

That you bestow upon our naked eyes

You were the true sight of majestic beauty

Your beauty falls towards the cold night



. . . 
With the ever shinning sky

It is almost as if the sun has been carefully broken down

Into infinite pieces of crystals, the crystal lights,

Individually thrown on to the night sky

Leaving the world with the endless bright light

That will shine upon the summer green grass on this endless night.

 

~Fin ~



“Art in its greatest form exists beyond the
naked eye.” 

 
 
– SHE.PANA

 



Grant me the wings to fly,

To fly so high so that l can be free

The only thing preventing my freedom is 

my flightless featherless arms

Set me free into the wilderness

Where the wind rushes through my wings

Just as the holy water does upon a new born child

As l breathe in every breath of freedom

Crossing miles of endless oceans and different crossroads

Experiencing all that cannot be seen from the ground

The only time l can be truly free.

 

~ Fin ~ 

Set me free



"Clear your mind and awaken the wonders of the world

Let the universe be your canvas.

      As you watch your imagination form the strokes of the antique paint

brush

Easing into your very own creation

Becoming the architect of your life."

 

– she.pana



Some might call it dreaming
 

Tell me a story,

Tell me a story about the time we went outside

When we lost track of time and fell asleep underneath the shinning stars.

Tell me a story,

Tell me a story about the boy who felt so much and said so little,

Falling asleep over the dampened green grass

Left with a slight itch underneath our creased clothes

Tell me a story,

Tell me T.H.E story

The story about the boy who feared love because of the way he loved

A story about how shy she was in the way she laughed

Yet loud in the way she smiled

A story about how he watched her from his bedroom window

With the most ardent look that lacked words of description

Filling the room with much unspoken words surpassing the atmosphere with the most pleasant of

smiles.



Tell me a story,

A story about how her eyes lit up to the idea of something so profound and audaciously

undiscovered,

Generating an untapped adventure

For they loved adventures

But that meant entertaining the idea of an ending

Because like any adventure, once you reach your destination, you would have reached the end…

So, tell me a story,

Tell me a story about how the boy who feared love and ended fell in love

In love with a girl that had the brightest smile

And the loudest laugh in the room

About how she would tell stories about future adventures

Of places she had never been

And food she was yet to eat

About how she only had eyes for one

Yet all this time the core of the story was about a boy who feared loved and ended up falling in love,

But then again it’s just a story.

 

~ Fin ~

. . . 





Dancing Flames
The flames danced to your rapid tune

As you gazed towards the burning ashes

Yet the closer l got, the more they burnt through our memories

Let the shadows of the burning flames head beneath you

So shall the flames reflect before your eyes

It was as though your beautiful brown eyes had been set aflame

As l watched the fire burn out

Melting the now history of the story we had written for ourselves

Becoming the open ending to your story book.

 

~ Fin ~





Society
 

Painted roses

Wooden knives

Mended chairs

Yet broken smiles

Plastic plates above a vintage set

Vanity before modesty

Bend the knee before thievery

Glass houses filled with stone shaped hearted folks

Fumes before fire, let the city burn into hubris ashes

Draw the curtains, put on a smile

For the show must go on!

Paint the roses and carve the knives

It’s just a show, all for the paid folk.

 

~ Fin ~





Impossible Possibility
 

I dare to dream a dream.

A dream about a world filled with wonder,

Where the stars meet with my pondering eyes

As the light strikes upon my uncovered skin.

A dream about the possibility of infinite dreams

And so l dare to dream a dream

 

A dream about the candle lit ocean

With waves that form an endless motion

As they ripple through the glazed image of the sky

Creating the cries of daylight beauty

Leaving the whispering sounds of goodnight to the night sky

And so l dare to dream a dream



A dream where impossibility is impossible

Where love rules the day.

And forgiveness rules the night

Where the stars meet with my pondering eyes

Where my dream is beyond a dream

For l dared to dream a dream.

 

~ Fin ~

. . . 



"I want the wind to blow gently upon my

cheek 

As it slowly blows away the autumn leaves. 

Brushing smoothly against my bare

forehead 

Just as mother did with her warm winter

kiss."

– she.pana



The clock strikes ten
The sound of the minute hand begins to fade

      As the rain drops from the fading blue grey sky

The skin on my fingers begin to frown from the harsh cold wind

As the wind rushes down my quivering skin

      And so does the clock strikes ten.

      The rain pours like the murky blue ink

From the antique pen l “borrowed” from dreary flimsy friend

Grand pappy they called him

      So the rain became lesser

Yet the sound of the drops became denser

Felt but not seen 

Heard but not touched

 



Yet you wonder how the rain morphs itself into a

raindrop

The rain is hushed by the sound of the great big thunder

Yet suffocating the imagery

But never did lose sight of the rain

The clock strikes ten

The rain eagerly hits the surface

Dampening the nose with a freshly wet winter scent rain

Leaving a deafening echo behind each drop.

Stop

I remembered

And so l closed my eyes

I began to remember the nostalgic scent the rain left

The scent I left

. . . 



. . . 
As I was met by the very last drop of my memory

The unfathomable tears of anguish

That gently brushed upon the light brown skin

Kissing the very cheek that reeked of your gully betrayal 

Masked by the secrets of your dampening past 

Just another day 

And so the clock strikes ten.

 

~ Fin ~



"I may have been broken glass

Yet l rose from the ashes as my scattered pieces

became as ravishing as the crystals

Gracefully shining as the sun rays met the fragile

yet still alluring

sharp-edged shattered glass.

It may not have been restored

But those broken pieces began to shine as

beautifully as the infinite stars."

– she.pana



Dear Me

Hey, it's me, you, just wanted to remind you that this is not the end. 

It will never be

the end until you draw your very last breath.

      For starters, you will never stop learning, 

wisdom is endless.

Secondly, you can never know too much or enough,

so never stop. 

 

Never think that you are better than anyone else because the only person you're in

comparison with is your former self. 

You can only be greater than "you" yesterday.

      



Never take Life for granted, you are blessed to be here,

utilise every moment because you will never get it back.

Your existence is not by chance but by plan.

Your life story has already been written,

it's up to you to ensure that you do not burn the pages before you reach the end.

 

Just know that the author of the story is one of the greatest authors the world has.

      Nevertheless, it's up to you to flip the right pages, always remember to flip one at a

time 

and to never skip a chapter, because if you miss one, well, your story will forever

be incomplete.

 

      

. . . 



And it's okay to lose a character or two because at the end of the page

their time and

purpose would have been concluded.

It is up to you to complete your story.

It can either be a happy ending or a morbid

 

Elipsis.

 

I'd rather not say

Because you will make mistakes along the way, it's inevitable

But you will grow and learn from them 

just like you did in the past

 

. . . 



So let's wet up those finger tips and 

ready ourselves to flip the pages of endless possibilities.

Because this story has only begun.

You hold the future in your hands.

Just remember you can never look back in order to know the ending, 

you can only reach

forward in order to take a leap.

 

      - Fin -

 

. . . 





"She incessantly

looked for the sun,

although the cold

was the only thing

she longed for."

- she.pana



Masked
 She dressed up into her best smile 

But it was size too small 

For it failed to cover the broken lines 

That ran down her light skinned youthful cheeks 

As they covered the darkness that lingered within. 

Drowned by her own despair 

She broke down bit by bit 

Until one day she began to reek 

She reeked of bad decisions and daring adventures. 

She became a blank portrait of uncertainty 

Unfathomed and misunderstood, 

An empty void of utter lack of ardour 

Consumed by her silence and yet so loud in the way she walked. 

For she had become oblivious to the world. 

She uttered, 

“if only the smile was one size fits all.”

 

~Fin ~



"Begin to walk in the shoes of

greatness 

Well enough to stop mimicking

greatness and 

allowing greatness to mimic

your steps."

 

 - she.pana



Unique

 For you are a seed awaiting growth. 

So let your stems grow 

as they look towards the sun 

For every brighter day brings growth 

The very soil you stand on feeds your malnourished soul 

So let the water pour out before you. 

 

Let it nourish your roots as your seed grows to become the greatest plant the world is yet to know, 

For your seed was planted for greatness and not mediocrity.

 

- Fin -





 "Perhaps in a different time, different universe 

with different stars

You would find me

You would climb the highest mountain just to

find me

So let’s begin a love so controversial

That even the thought of it will cause the earth to

shake."

 

- she.pana



Clay shaped hearts 

Clay shaped hearts 

Fragile casings 

 

Too many hands and very little care 

Led to the million broken pieces 

 

Too broken to be mended 

Sadly too broken to be remembered.

 

- Fin -



Tears

Close your eyes. 

Now begin to imagine the most agonising affair that could ever occur 

Do you see the world originating from your tears of pain? 

 

An obscure, indistinct, vague, indefinite picture 

And that’s exactly how l saw the world when you were in it. 

 

For you caused the greater part of my agony,

but outrageously fervent love story ever told. 

Inclined by my imagination l had to let you go 

Even if it meant giving up on us...

 

- Fin -



"Imagine a world

without imagination 

Unimaginable."

 

- she.pana 





Seen

You were the definition of perfection 

The whisper of hope 

The light within the darkest of days 

But the one that described you knew little of the colour of your eyes 

nor the wideness of your smile. 

For it was a blind man that spoke of your perfection 

When everyone else in the room saw your endless imperfections. 

For you were the true echo of death itself. 

 

- Fin -



"There was something unspoken going on
between them 

When she looked,
 he smiled, because he knew she saw it too."

 

- she.pana





The Last Melody
Sing me the song 

The song my dear mother sang 

That cold winter night 

At the stroke of midnight 

The last melody 

That brushed upon her gentle innocent lips 

Each note left with a loving tip 

So at last l may see her cheerful smile 

Upon the sweet sweet gentle melody sung 

Dazzled by the beautiful sound 

The old street lights began to dance 

As though they had stumbled upon their newly found youth 

So sing me the song 

The song my dear mother sang 

That cold winter night 

At the stroke of midnight.

 

- Fin -
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